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Abstract:
4-methylcytosine (4mC) is an important DNA modification in prokaryotes, but its relevance, and
even presence in eukaryotes have been mysterious. Here we show that spermatogenesis in the
liverwort Marchantia polymorpha involves two waves of extensive DNA methylation
reprogramming. First, 5-methylcytosine (5mC), a well-known eukaryotic DNA modification,
expands from transposons to the entire genome. Notably, the second wave installs 4mC throughout
genic regions, covering over 50% of CG sites in sperm. 4mC is catalyzed by two novel
methyltransferases (MpDN4MT1a and MpDN4MT1b) specifically expressed during late
spermiogenesis. Deletion of MpDN4MT1s eliminates 4mC, alters the sperm transcriptome, and
produces sperm with swimming defects. Our results reveal extensive 4mC in a eukaryote and
define a new family of eukaryotic methyltransferases, thereby expanding the repertoire of
functional eukaryotic DNA modifications.
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Main Text:
Cytosine methylation plays essential regulatory roles in prokaryotic and eukaryotic
genomes (1, 2). Both C5 and N4 positions of cytosine can be methylated, forming 5mC and 4mC,
respectively (3). 4mC is well-documented in bacteria and archaea, but the existence of 4mC in
eukaryotic DNA is disputed because the amounts detected are below the technical false positive
rates (4, 5). Moreover, no eukaryotic N4 DNA methyltransferases have been identified (6). 5mC
is prevalent across eukaryotes and catalyzed by DNA methyltransferases (DNMT1 and 3) that are
highly conserved (6-8). Genome distribution of 5mC can be global or mosaic. In vertebrates, 5mC
occurs across the whole genome in the CG dinucleotide context, for example covering >80% of
CGs in human tissues (9). In contrast, flowering plants have mosaic 5mC restricted to transposable
elements (TEs) and some genes, occurring in all sequence contexts (CG, CHG and CHH; H = A,
C or T) (10, 11). 5mC remains largely constant during animal and plant development and exerts
homeostatic functions, the disruption of which causes developmental abnormalities and diseases
such as cancer (9, 10, 12, 13). Notably, 5mC reprogramming occurs and plays essential regulatory
roles during spermatogenesis in mammals and flowering plants (13-16).

Marchantia polymorpha is an early-diverging land plant that shared a last common
ancestor with flowering plants approximately 450 million years ago (17). The vegetative thallus
(a leaf-like tissue) displays similar 5mC patterns to flowering plants, with methylation in the CG,
CHG and CHH contexts associated with TEs (18, 19) (16% of the genome is methylated; Fig. 1A).
However, unlike flowering plants, in which some genes are CG methylated, Marchantia vegetative
tissues have no methylation in genes, similar to other early-diverging land plant species,
Physcomitrella patens and Selaginella moellendorffii (7, 18, 20). In contrast to the mosaic
methylation in vegetative tissues, global cytosine methylation (covering 97% of the genome; Fig.
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1A) has been reported in Marchantia sperm in all sequence contexts (19). The switch from mosaic
methylation patterns in vegetative thallus to the global pattern in sperm suggests that genome-scale
DNA methylation reprogramming occurs during male reproductive development.

To identify the mechanism of cytosine methylation reprogramming in Marchantia sperm,
we isolated mature sperm as well as antheridia (male organs analogous to the testes). Antheridia
were staged by microscopy and separated into early (containing spermatocytes), middle (early
spermiogenesis, containing mostly round spermatids) and late (late spermiogenesis when DNA
compaction and sperm tail formation occur, containing mostly elongating spermatids) stages (Fig.
1B). The developmental staging was confirmed by examining expression of genes with known
transcription patterns (21) (Fig. S1). To inspect methylation following fertilization, we also
isolated embryos.

Bisulfite sequencing (BS-seq; Table S1) of developing antheridia and mature sperm
showed that cytosine methylation at TEs increases considerably throughout spermatogenesis in all
sequence contexts, from 38% average fractional methylation in early antheridia to 72% in mature
sperm (27% in thallus; Fig. 1C and Fig. S2). This is most evident in the male sex chromosome
(Chromosome V) because of the high density of TEs on this chromosome (22) (Fig. 1D). We also
observed two temporal waves of methylation expansion into the non-repetitive parts of the
genome. The first wave involves non-CG (CHG and CHH) methylation, which expands
throughout spermiogenesis from covering 35% of the genome in round spermatids (middle
antheridia stage) to 80% in elongating spermatids (late antheridia stage) and ultimately to 96% in
mature sperm (Fig. 1, C to E, and Fig. S2). The second wave manifests in the expansion of CG
methylation primarily at the last stage of spermiogenesis (late antheridia onwards; Fig. 1, C to E,
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and Fig. S2). This event culminates in methylation of 94% of the genome in mature sperm,
compared to 35% in late antheridia and 21% in thallus (Fig. 1E). Methylation expansion at this
scale has only been previously reported in the mammalian germline, where DNA methylation is
re-established genome-wide following global demethylation in primordial germ cells (15, 16).
Methylation patterns in the embryo are similar to those of thallus, with an absence of both CG and
non-CG methylation at genic regions (Fig. 1, C to E, and Fig. S2), indicating that sperm
hypermethylation is fully reversed in the zygote or during embryo development.

An examination of transcriptomic dynamics during spermatogenesis revealed an increase
in the expression of DNA methyltransferase MpDNMT3b and chromomethylase MpCMTa (Fig.
2A and Table S2), orthologs of which are involved in CHH and CHG methylation of TEs in P.
patens (23, 24). The temporal expression patterns of these enzymes correlate with the timing of
TE methylation reinforcement and non-CG methylation expansion (Fig. 1, C to E, Fig. 2A, and
Fig. S2), suggesting the likely involvement of MpDNMT3b and MpCMTa in these events. To test
this hypothesis we generated Mpdnmt3b and Mpcmta knockdown mutants and measured
methylation in their sperm. CHG and CHH methylation throughout the genome is greatly reduced
in the sperm of both Mpdnmt3b and Mpcmta knockdown mutants compared to wild type, whereas
CG methylation remains largely unchanged (Fig. 2, B to D, and Fig. S3). Therefore, MpDNMT3b
and MpCMTa mediate non-CG methylation reprogramming in sperm.

The timing of CG methylation expansion suggests that it is caused by enzyme(s) that are
expressed at the last stage of sperm maturation. Since none of the known Marchantia
methyltransferases – including MpMET, the homolog of the CG methyltransferase DNMT1 (25) –
has such an expression pattern (Table S2), we examined all genes expressed during late
5
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spermiogenesis. Among the most highly transcribed were two tandemly duplicated genes
(Mp6g18330 and Mp6g18340; Fig. 2A and Table S2) that cluster with prokaryotic N4 cytosine
methyltransferases in a phylogenetic tree (Fig. S4A) and contain TSPPY sequences characteristic
of the N4 cytosine methyltransferase catalytic domain (26, 27) (Fig. S4B). The arrangement of
motifs in these proteins also reflects prokaryotic 4mC methyltransferases rather than 5mC
methyltransferases (26, 28) (Fig. S4B). Transcripts of both genes are absent in the thallus and
published datasets from other tissues (17) and only detected in late antheridia containing
elongating spermatids and in the mature sperm (Fig. 2A and Table S2). Mp6g18330- and
Mp6g18340- citrine fusion proteins expressed under native promoters confirm the specific
expression in elongating spermatids (Fig. S5). We thus hypothesized that these proteins catalyze
the formation of 4mC that contributes to the global CG methylation expansion observed during
late spermiogenesis. These genes will hereafter be referred to as Marchantia polymorpha DNA N4
CYTOSINE METHYLTRANSFERASE1a (MpDN4MT1a) and MpDN4MT1b.

To test our hypothesis, we quantified modified nucleotides present in the DNA of thallus
and mature sperm by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS). The 5mC content of
thallus DNA (7.6%) is consistent with our BS-seq results, and there is no detectable 4mC (Fig. 3,
A and B). Mature sperm has much higher levels of 5mC (31.0%), in agreement with the
hypermethylation observed by BS-seq (Fig. 3B). However, this is substantially less than the 52.7%
cytosine methylation measured by BS-seq (Fig. 3B), a technique that detects 4mC as well as 5mC
(3, 29). Consistent with our hypothesis on the existence of 4mC in Marchantia sperm, LC-MS
revealed that 4mC comprises a striking 15.9% of the cytosines in sperm (Fig. 3, A and B), far
exceeding 4mC levels previously detected in prokaryotes (typically <1%) (4). To test the link
between MpDN4MT1s and 4mC, we generated a Mpdn4mt1a and Mpdn4mt1b double knockout
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mutant (simplified as Mpdn4mt1) via CRISPR/Cas9-mediated deletion (Fig. S6) and performed
LC-MS on isolated sperm. As expected, 4mC is undetectable in the Mpdn4mt1 mutant (Fig. 3, A
and B), demonstrating that MpDN4MT1s are indeed N4 cytosine methyltransferases that catalyze
extensive 4mC in Marchantia sperm.

BS-seq utilizes the resistance conveyed by the methyl group to bisulfite-mediated
deamination of cytosine to uracil (30). Unlike 5mC, which is almost completely resistant to
bisulfite conversion, 4mC is only partially resistant with roughly 43-55% of 4mC remaining
unmodified in a typical treatment (29, 31). To investigate the context and distribution of N4
cytosine methylation within the sperm genome, we performed BS-seq with one round of bisulfite
treatment, and compared to data obtained from two treatments, as we expect 4mC to be
progressively deaminated while 5mC remains unmodified. This comparison revealed a sensitivity
of CG methylation to the second treatment in non-repetitive genomic regions (16% methylation
loss, similar to 14% methylation reduction of a 4mC spike-in control), but minimal sensitivity of
CG methylation in repeats (1.8%) and similarly negligible sensitivity in non-CG contexts
throughout the genome (1.7%; Fig. S7). Consistently, sequencing of Mpdn4mt1 knockout sperm
with one bisulfite treatment shows a near-complete loss of CG methylation at non-repetitive genic
regions, whereas non-CG methylation is largely unaltered (Fig. 3, C to E, and Fig. S8). The specific
sensitivity of CG methylation in genic regions to bisulfite conversion and its dependence on
MpDN4MT1s indicate that genic CG methylation in sperm is catalyzed by MpDN4MT1s.

To further characterize the distribution of 4mC in the sperm genome, we performed PacBio
Single Molecule, Real-Time sequencing (SMRT-seq; Table S3), which can distinguish between
4mC and 5mC (32, 33). 18% of cytosines were identified as N4 methylated in wild-type, in contrast
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to 4% in the Mpdn4mt1 mutant (Table S4). This is comparable to our LC-MS results (Fig. 3B) and
consistent with complete dependence of 4mC on MpDN4MT1a and MpDN4MT1b, given the 0.57% false discovery rates reported for 4mC detection by SMRT-seq (5). SMRT data also confirms
that MpDN4MT1s preferentially target CG dinucleotides, with 63% of total CG sites being 4mC
methylated (80% outside of TEs), compared to 8% of CHG sites and 8% of CHH sites (Fig. 3, C
and D, Fig. S8, and Table S4). This preference is lost in the Mpdn4mt1 mutant, with 6% 4mC
detected at CG sites, 5% at CHG sites, and 4% at CHH sites (Table S4). The apparent false
discovery rate of about 4% indicates that N4 methylation of non-CG cytosines is rare, whereas
methylation of CG sites in genes and other non-repetitive sequences surpasses 75% (Table S4).

A notable feature of our SMRT-seq data is the infrequent N4 methylation of CG sites in
TEs (16%; Fig. 3, D and E, Fig. S8 and Table S4). TEs are extensively C5 CG methylated (Fig.
3C), and our result could be explained by the failure of SMRT-seq to detect N4 methylation at
cytosines methylated at the 4th and 5th positions. Alternatively, existing 5mC at CG sites could
prevent N4 methylation by MpDN4MT1s during the last stage of sperm maturation. To distinguish
these possibilities, we explored the existence of cytosines that are both C5 and N4 methylated
(4,5mC) in Marchantia sperm by LC-MS, utilizing a synthesized 4,5mC standard (Fig. 3A). This
experiment failed to detect any 4,5mC (Fig. 3A), indicating that the MpDN4MT1s do not
methylate 5mC to form 4,5mC. Thus, genic regions in Marchantia sperm are distinguished by N4
methylation at CG sites, whereas TEs are marked by C5 CG methylation.

The specific expression of MpDN4MT1s during late spermiogenesis suggests that 4mC is
important for sperm function. Consistently, global alteration of gene expression is observed in
Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm (Fig. 4A). In comparison to wild-type, 33% of the transcripts are
8
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significantly mis-regulated in Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm (Fig. 4A and Fig. S9A), indicating that
4mC regulates gene expression. To evaluate the functional significance of 4mC, we examined the
fertility and swimming behavior of wild-type and Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm. Crossing female wildtype Marchantia with Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm shows that mutant sperm can fuse with the egg to
produce viable sporophytes (the diploid generation; Fig. S9B). However, the swimming of
Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm is significantly less directional and slower compared to wild-type sperm
(Fig. 4, B and C, and Movies S1 to S4), demonstrating that 4mC is important for sperm function.

Although 4mC has been extensively characterized in prokaryotes, whether 4mC has any
function – or even exists – in eukaryotes is unknown (4, 5). Here we show that late spermiogenesis
in Marchantia involves extensive N4 methylation of genic regions by novel methyltransferases
(MpDN4MT1a and MpDN4MT1b) that have a strong in vivo preference for CG dinucleotides
(Fig. 4D). The specific expression of MpDN4MT1s during the last stage of sperm maturation and
their requirement for normal sperm swimming behavior demonstrate the biological importance of
4mC. Overall, our results elucidate the intricate reprogramming of DNA methylation during
Marchantia spermatogenesis (Fig. 4D) and establish 4mC as a functional DNA modification in
eukaryotes.
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Fig. 1. Two waves of DNA methylation reprogramming occur during Marchantia sperm
development. (A) Pie charts illustrating percentage of 100-bp windows across the Marchantia
genome with > 0.2 CG methylation, > 0.1 CHG methylation, or > 0.05 CHH methylation in thallus
and sperm. (B) Transverse sections of developing antheridia stained with toluidine blue. Scale
bars, 20 μm. (C) Violin plots showing methylation for 100-bp windows associated with repeats or
non-repeats for thallus, antheridia (of early, middle and late stage), sperm and embryo. (D) Heat
maps displaying methylation for 10-kb windows across the Marchantia Tak-1 chromosomes
(Chr1-8, autosomes; ChrV, male sex chromosome) in the tissues shown in (C). Red bars indicate
10-kb windows covered by > 95% TEs. (E) Bar graphs depicting percentages of 100-bp genomic
windows with evident methylation (as in (A)) in various tissues. Blue and yellow show windows
associated with repeats and non-repeats, respectively. Early, middle and late, represent early,
middle and late antheridia, respectively (C to E).
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Fig. 2. Non-CG methylation reprogramming in sperm requires MpDNMT3b and MpCMTa.
(A) Transcript levels of MpDNMT3b, MpCMTa, MpDN4MT1a and MpDN4MT1b in the thallus,
antheridia of early, middle and late stages, and sperm. TPM, transcripts per million. (B) Violin
plots showing CG, CHG or CHH methylation at repeats or non-repeats, as in Fig. 1C, in the sperm
of the wild-type (WT), the Mpdnmt3b knockdown (kd) mutant and the Mpcmta kd mutant. (C)
Bar graphs illustrating the percentage of 100-bp genomic windows with > 0.3 methylation in CG,
CHG or CHH context in WT, Mpdnmt3b kd, and Mpcmta kd sperm. Blue and yellow show
windows associated with repeats and non-repeats, respectively. (D) Heat maps as in Fig. 1D
showing methylation for WT, Mpdnmt3b kd, and Mpcmta kd sperm.
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Fig. 3. MpDN4MT1s catalyze extensive 4mC across genic regions in sperm. (A) LC-MS peaks
of methylated deoxycytidine (5mC, 4mC and 4,5mC) standards and DNA isolated from WT
thallus, WT sperm, and Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm. (B) Percentages of methylated cytosines in WT
thallus, WT sperm, and Mpdn4mt1 sperm detected by BS-seq or LC-MS. (C) Violin plots as in
Fig. 1C showing methylation of 100-bp genomic windows detected by BS-seq in WT and
Mpdn4mt1 sperm, and 4mC detected by SMRT-seq in WT sperm minus Mpdn4mt1 sperm,
associated with either repeats or non-repeats. (D) Heat maps as in Fig. 1D, depicting methylation
in WT and Mpdn4mt1 sperm detected by either BS-seq or SMRT-seq. (E) Snapshots of CG
methylation detected by BS-seq of WT and Mpdn4mt1 sperm, as well as SMRT-seq (showing WT
minus Mpdn4mt1 sperm methylation).
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Fig. 4. MpDN4MT1-catalyzed 4mC is essential for sperm function. (A) Volcano plot
illustrating transcripts (TPM > 10 in either genotype) that are upregulated (green) or
downregulated (red) in Mpdn4mt1 sperm compared to WT. Vertical dashed lines mark two-fold
changes (FC) and the horizontal dashed line shows P = 0.05 (likelihood-ratio test). (B)
Directionality and velocity of motile sperm. n = 30 (WT) and 28 (Mpdn4mt1). ** P < 1.2e-10, ***
P < 4.2e-15, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. (C) Snapshots of Movies S1 and S2. Swimming paths taken
by example WT or Mpdn4mt1 sperm are indicated by colored lines. Scale bars, 20 µm. (D)
Temporal patterns and mechanisms of methylation reprogramming during Marchantia sperm
development. First, 5mC mediated by MpDNMT3b and MpCMTa in non-CG contexts is
reinforced over repeats and expands into genic regions during spermatogenesis. Subsequently
during late spermiogenesis, MpDN4MT1s establish 4mC in the CG context across the genome,
except in TEs covered by 5mC.
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Fig. S1. Gene expression during Marchantia spermatogenesis.
Transcript abundances detected in early, middle or late stage antheridia (each with two biological
replicates) for three genes previously known to be developmentally regulated as shown by RNA
in situ hybridization (21). TPM, transcripts per million.
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Fig. S2. Marchantia spermatogenesis features reinforcement of TE methylation and two
waves of methylation expansion into non-repetitive regions.
DNA methylation over TEs in the antheridia (of early, middle or late stages) and sperm (illustrated
by solid lines), in comparison to the thallus and embryo (dashed green and blue lines, respectively).
TEs were aligned at the 5' and 3' ends (dashed grey lines) and average methylation levels for each
100-bp interval are plotted. Blue arrows indicate expansion of CG methylation to non-repetitive
regions at the last stage of sperm maturation (after late antheridia, the red line). Red arrows
illustrate expansion of non-CG methylation into non-repetitive regions during spermiogenesis,
starting from middle antheridia (pink line).
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Fig. S3. Validation of Mpdnmt3b and Mpcmta knockdown mutants and their sperm
methylation.
(A) Quantitative RT–PCR showing the expression of MpDNMT3b and MpCMTa in Mpdnmt3b
kd or Mpcmta kd mutant antheridiophores. *** P < 0.001, two-tailed t-test; n = 3. (B) Methylation
over TEs in WT, Mpdnmt3b kd, and Mpcmta kd mutant sperm, as in Fig. S2.
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Fig. S4. MpDN4MT1a and MpDN4MT1b share homology with prokaryotic 4mC DNA
methyltransferases.
(A) Cladogram of orthologous protein sequences representing prokaryotic 5mC (red) and 4mC
(blue) methyltransferases (26, 28) with the two MpDN4MT1s in black. (B) Protein sequence
alignment of MpDN4MT1a and b with the 4mC methyltransferases used in (A). Amino acids with
shared identity between sequences are shaded green while similar amino acids are shaded blue.
The TSPPY motif characteristic of 4mC methyltransferases is highlighted in orange.
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Fig. S5. MpDN4MT1a and MpDN4MT1b are specifically expressed in developing sperm.
(A to C) Longitudinal section of MpDN4MT1a-Citrine late-stage antheridiophore using
fluorescence microscopy. An antheridium with positive signal is indicated by a magenta arrow.
(D) Zoomed-in view of elongating spermatids where MpDN4MT1b-Citrine signals are
specifically observed via confocal imaging. Scale bars, 500 μm (A to C); 5 μm (D).
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Fig. S6. CRISPR/Cas9 deletion of MpDN4MT1a and MpDN4MT1b.
DNA sequence alignment illustrating the 5’ and 3’ ends for the CRISPR/Cas9 deletion of
MpDN4MT1a and MpDN4MT1b in the Mpdn4mt1 mutant.
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Fig. S7. CG methylation at non-repetitive regions is sensitive to bisulfite treatment.
(A) Violin plots showing DNA methylation detected from BS-seq with one or two rounds of BS
treatment of Marchantia sperm, with a 5mC spike-in control (CG methylated Lambda genomic
DNA) and a 4mC spike-in control (pUC19 PCR product synthesized with 4mdCTP). All cytosine
contexts (Cmethyl) are examined for the 4mC spike-in control. Methylation in Marchantia sperm
is separated into different sequence contexts and genomic regions (repeats and non-repeats). (B)
Snapshots of methylation levels detected by one or two BS treatments in different cytosine
contexts over repeats and genic regions.
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Fig. S8. Cytosine methylation in WT and Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm measured by BS-seq
and SMRT-seq.
Transposons were aligned at the 5' and 3' ends (dashed lines) and average methylation levels for
each 100-bp interval are plotted. The dashed line at zero represents the point of alignment. Blue
arrows indicate loss of CG methylation outside of transposons in Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm.
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Fig. S9. Functional and transcriptomic characterization of Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm.
(A) Scatterplots showing high correlations between RNA-seq biological replicates (rep) of WT or
Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm. R, Pearson’s coefficient. (B) Production of yellow sporangia (indicated
by black arrows), which mark successful fertilization, on female WT plants after crossing with
Mpdn4mt1 sperm. Scale bar, 2.5 mm.
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Movie S1.
Swimming of wild-type sperm in water with example tracks marked. The movie was taken with
an Axio Imager (Zeiss) using dark field settings at the rate of 10 frames per second (fps) for 10s.
Movie S2.
Swimming of Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm in water with example tracks indicated. The movie was
taken with an Axio Imager (Zeiss) using dark field settings at the rate of 10 frames per second
(fps) for 10s.
Movie S3.
Example of a WT sperm taken from Movie S1.
Movie S4.
Example of a Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm taken from Movie S2.
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Materials and Methods
Plant material and growth conditions
Male and female Marchantia polymorpha, L. subsp. ruderalis, accessions Takaragaike-1 (Tak-1,
male) and Takaragaike-2 (Tak-2, female), were used. Plants were grown on plates containing ½ ×
strength Gamborg’s B5 medium with 1% agar (Sigma) under constant light at 21 °C, and Tak-1
thallus tissue was collected from 2-week old plants. Plants were transferred to Jiffy 7 peat compost
pellets (Greens Hydroponics UK) after 2 weeks on plates and placed in a growth chamber at 21
°C with 70% humidity under constant light with far-red irradiation for induction of sexual
reproduction, as described previously (19, 34). Spores were sterilized with Milton’s sterilizing
solution (Milton Pharmaceutical UK) as described (17). Untransformed spores were grown to
sexual maturity as above and used as wild-type (WT) in comparisons to Mpdn4mt1 knockout
mutants in methylation and phenotypic studies. Male and female plants were determined with sex
chromosome-specific markers, rbm27 and rhf72 (35) (Table S5).
Sperm, antheridia and embryo extraction
Sperm were isolated and developing antheridia were manually dissected as described previously
(19, 21). Individual antheridia were transversely cut in half using fine needles (0.5mm x 25 mm).
One half was immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen, while the other half was fixed in fixation
buffer (4% paraformaldehyde, PBS, pH 7.5, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% Tween-20). After a series
of ethanol dehydration steps followed by resin embedding using a Technovit 7100 kit (Electron
Microscopy Sciences), the fixed antheridium halves were cut into 5 μm sections with a microtome
2250 (Leica) and stained with Toluidine blue (36). DNA and RNA were extracted simultaneously
from the frozen antheridium halves and individually from sperm using the Dynabeads® mRNA
DIRECTTM Micro Kit (Invitrogen). Embryos were dissected from fertilized gametophores 7 days
following sperm application and the surrounding pseudoperianths were removed. Thallus, sperm
and embryo DNA was also extracted as described (37).
Plasmid construction and transformation
The MpDNMT3b (Mp5g09290) knockdown construct was generated by synthesizing an artificial
microRNA (amiRNA) construct (JW004; Table S5, ENSA), based on MpMIR160 (38) and
designed as described (39) to target to an exon of MpDNMT3b, and thereafter inserted into
MpGWB103 (40) using the Gateway system (Invitrogen). For the MpCMTa (Mp6g08650)
knockdown construct, the amiRNA sequence was amplified and modified with primers JW490,
JW495, and JW539-542 (Table S5) to target an exon of MpCMTa and inserted into MpGWB103.
To generate proMpDN4MT1a:MpDN4MT1a-Citrine and proMpDN4MT1b:MpDN4MT1bCitrine constructs, Tak-1 genomic DNA for each gene (Mp6g18330 and Mp6g18340) plus 2-kb
upstream sequences were amplified using primers YL176, YL257, YL178, and YL258 (Table S5),
and inserted into the destination vector pMpGWB207 (40) using the Gateway system (Invitrogen).
For CRISPR/Cas9 deletion of MpDN4MT1a and MpDN4MT1b, double nicking was carried
out as previously described (41, 42) using pMpGE017 (43). Briefly, four different gRNAs (Table
S5) were cloned into the BsaI site of pMpGE_En04 vector or into the multiplex vectors pBCGE12, pBC-GE23 or pBC-GE34 (41, 42, 44). The four gRNAs cassettes were then cloned into
pMpGE017 binary vector by LR reaction (Invitrogen).
Gemmae (Mpdnmt3b and Mpcmta knockdown mutants) or F1 spores (Mpdn4mt1
CRISPR/Cas9 deletion mutants and proMpDN4MT1a/b:MpDN4MT1a/b-Citrine lines) were
transformed with the above constructs using agrobacteria transformation (strain GV6620) and
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positive transformants were selected on hygromycin (Mpdnmt3b and Mpcmta knockdown
mutants, and Mpdn4mt1 knockout mutant) or gentamycin (proMpDN4MT1a/b:MpDN4MT1a/bCitrine lines), as described (45, 46). The knockdown lines were checked by qPCR using
antheridiophores as previously described (14), with primers JW778 and JW779 for Mpcmta
knockdown, primers JW448 and JW449 for Mpdnmt3b knockdown, and primers JW438 and
JW439 (Table S5) to compare expression to MpEF1α (Mp3g23400). Mpdn4mt1 deletion was
detected via PCR with primers YL1 and YL2 and sequenced with YL1 (Table S5). An 8807-bp
deletion (Chr6: 20,611,704 - 20,620,510) including the tandem repeats of MpDN4MT1a and 1b
(Chr6: 20,613,540 – 20,619,372) was obtained except for the inclusion of a 9-bp sequence
(AGGTTTCAA; Chr6: 20,612,442 – 20,612,450) outside MpDN4MT1s.
Sequencing-library construction and analysis
4mC and 5mC spike-in controls were generated from pUC19 (NEB) PCR product synthesized
with N4-methyl-dCTP (4mdCTP; Trilink) using primers JZ294/JZ295 (Table S5) and genomic
lambda cl857 DNA (Promega) methylated with 5mC CG methyltransferase M. SssI (NEB),
respectively, and added to DNA samples prior to library construction where appropriate for testing
bisulfite conversion, as previously described (31).
For antheridia (two biological replicates each for early, middle, and late stage used in Fig. 1
and Figs. S1 and S2), sperm (one biological replicate used in Figs. 1 and 2 and Figs. S1 to S3),
MpDNMT3b and MpCMTa knockdown sperm (one biological replicate each used in Fig. 2 and
Fig. S3), a single-cell-based method for BS-seq library preparation was carried out as previously
described (47). For one biological replicate each of thallus, embryo, WT sperm and Mpdn4mt1
sperm, single-end BS-seq libraries were also constructed with Ovation Ultralow Methyl-Seq
Library Systems (Nugen, 0336) and EpiTect Bisulfite Kit (Qiagen, 59104) kits according to
manufacturer’s instructions, with the incorporation of either one (WT sperm and Mpdn4mt1
mutant sperm used in Fig. 3 and Figs. S7 and S8) or two rounds (WT sperm used in Fig. S7, and
thallus and embryo used in Fig. 1 and Fig. S2) of bisulfite conversion. RNA-seq library preparation
was either simultaneously carried out from the same input as the single-cell method bisulfite
libraries (antheridia) or separately (WT sperm and Mpdn4mt1 sperm; two replicates each) as
described (48). All libraries were sequenced on NextSeq 500 (Illumina). RNA-seq data for thallus
was obtained from published sources (21).
For BS-seq, low-quality reads and potential adaptor sequences were first trimmed using
TrimGalore (v0.4.2) with default parameters. Biological replicates for antheridia were combined
and DNA methylation analysis was performed based on Bismark (49), with ambiguous reads
mapped randomly. Methylation data was mapped to the Marchantia chromosome assembly (v5.1)
(22) as well as to the pUC19 vector sequence and lambda cl857 genome where appropriate. For
all analyses regarding the Marchantia genome, only autosomes and the male sex chromosome
(ChrV) were considered.
WT and Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm libraries for SMRT-seq were prepared using the SMRTbell
Express Prep kit (v2.0; Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA) following the low DNA input
workflow as described (50). Libraries were sequenced under CCS running mode with one Sequel
II SMRT Cell for each library via DNA Link (Seoul, Korea). SMRT libraries were mapped to the
Marchantia (v5.1) genome using ppbm2 (v1.1.0). Base modifications were detected using
ipdSummary (v2.0) with the following flags set (--identify 4mC --methylFraction).
Transposon meta-analysis and 5mC methylation analysis was performed as previously
described (51). The proportion of the Marchantia genome considered to be methylated in thallus
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and during sperm development was taken as the percentage of 100-bp genomic windows (w100s)
with fractional methylation > 0.2 for CG, > 0.1 for CHG, > 0.05 for CHH, > 0.1 for non-CG, or
>0.1 for all cytosines (Cmethyl) out of the total number of sequenced w100s in the respective
context. For comparisons between WT and knockdown sperm, a fractional methylation level > 0.3
in each of the contexts was used. w100s were considered to be associated with repeats if they
overlapped or were within 500-bp of the Marchantia (v5.1) transposon annotation. For
comparisons to LC-MS, methylation levels from BS-seq data were calculated using the average
fractional methylation of single cytosines from Cmethyl. For SMRT-seq data, the proportion of
N4 methylated cytosines for each w100 was taken as the number of 4mC cytosines detected in WT
minus Mpdn4mt1 over the total number of cytosines within the w100 sequence. Violin plots were
generated using w100s with at least ten informative sequenced cytosines in the respective context
for BS-seq data while all w100s were considered for SMRT-seq data. For both violin plots and
calculations regarding the fractional 5mC and 4mC methylation of repeats, only w100s
overlapping the transposon annotation with CG fractional methylation > 0.5 in thallus were
considered.
For RNA-seq, low-quality reads and potential adaptor sequences were first trimmed using
TrimGalore (v0.4.2) with default parameters. RNA-seq reads were processed with kallisto
(v0.43.0) and statistical analysis was carried out with the sleuth package (v0.30.0) using the
Marchantia (v5.1) gene annotation. Transcripts > 10 TPM in either WT or Mpdn4mt1 were
retained and those with a -log10 (P-value) < 0.1 between the two genotypes were discarded,
leaving a total of 5,999 genes.
Violin plots and heat maps
For all the violin plots in this study, the plot shows the distribution of the data and its probability
density, with the box enclosing the middle 50% of the distribution (the horizontal line marks the
median).
Heat maps (otherwise referred to as circus plots; www.circos.ca) were generated with
fractional CG, CHG, and CHH methylation of 10-kb genomic windows.
Sequence alignment and phylogenetic analysis
Orthologous protein sequences representing 5mC and β-class 4mC methyltransferases were
obtained (26, 28). Protein sequences up to motif III were taken from 5mC methyltransferases and
relocated onto the C-terminus. All sequences were aligned alongside the MpDN4MT1s with
MAFFT (v7) using default settings (52). A phylogenetic tree was constructed with the neighbor
joining method using 100 bootstraps. A multiple sequence alignment of MpDN4MT1a,
MpDN4MT1b, and prokaryotic 4mC methyltransferases was obtained and shaded with BoxShade
(v3.2) using default parameters (http://sourceforge.net/projects/boxshade/). Motifs were labelled
according to published data (26).
Expression microscopy
Antheridiophores of proMpDN4MT1a/b:MpDN4MT1a/b-Citrine lines were manually cut
longitudinally and observed under a fluorescence stereo microscope (Leica M205FA) and
fluorescence was captured with a Leica DFC310FX color camera illuminated by LED 470nmGFP. Antheridia with Citrine signal were manually taken out and observed under a confocal
microscope (Leica SP8X) with a 40x/1.30 oil objective.
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Liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry
Thallus, WT sperm, and Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm DNA was digested into deoxyribonucleosides
as previously described (53). The digested samples were centrifuged through 0.2 μm filters and 5
μl was analyzed by LC-MS/MS (Waters Aquity UPLC and XevoTQS MS). Separation was on a
100 × 2.1 mm 1.7 μ Kinetex C18 column (Phenomenex) using the following gradient of methanol
(solvent B) versus 0.1% formic acid buffered to pH 8.3 with ammonium hydroxide (solvent A),
run at 40 °C: 0 min, 0% B; 2 min, 0% B; 4 min, 10% B; 4.5 min, 90% B; 5.5 min, 90% B; 5.6 min,
0% B; 9.6 min, 0% B. The flow rate was 0.5 mL·min-1 except during the periods 4.0 – 4.5 min and
5.5 – 6.5 min to avoid excessive pressure. Analytes were quantified against external standard
curves by multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) detecting the following transitions from positivemode electrospray: 228→112 (unmethylated C), 242→126 (4mC and 5mC), and 256→140
(4,5mC). 4mC and 5mC eluted at different retention times. Collision energies and cone voltages
were optimized using Waters’ Intellistart software. Spray chamber conditions were 3.5 kV spray
voltage, 500 °C desolvation temperature, 900 L·hr-1 desolvation gas, 150 L·hr-1 cone gas, and 7.0
bar nebulizer pressure. Deoxycytidine (Sigma), 5-Me-2’-deoxycytidine (Cayman chemicals), 2'Deoxy-N4-methylcytidine (CarboSynth), and N4,5-Dimethyldeoxycytidine (Toronto Research
Chemicals) were used as standards.
Phenotyping of Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm
Swimming dynamics of Marchantia sperm were examined as previously described (54), with
modifications. WT and Mpdn4mt1 mutant sperm discharged in water were observed under an Axio
Imager Z2 (Zeiss) with Hamamatsu camera and 40x/0.75 air objective in dark field and videorecorded at the rate of 10 frames per second (fps) for 10s. To track sperm, TrackMate (v6.0.1)
(55), a plugin bundled in ImageJ (56) (v1.53c; the Fiji distribution) was used, n = 30 (WT), n = 28
(Mpdn4mt1). Swimming velocity was calculated by track displacement divided by track duration
time. Directionality was calculated by track displacement divided by sum of links displacement.
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